Memorial U’s Department of Geography Publishes Research Report for 2013/14: The Geography department’s second annual Research Report features a number of projects and talent. Five research clusters are represented by faculty-led research projects: Joel Finnis’ research in marine forecasting; Carissa Brown’s investigation of species distributions; Charles Mather’s research in resource sustainability; Arn Keeling’s research of industrial and military pollution in the North; and Alvin Simms’ work in the mapping and analysis of health indicators. This is only a sample of the great research that we are involved in. The “Talent” section features a group of outstanding graduate students who are embarked on shining careers in science. Memorial U Geography

McGill U’s Kevin Manaugh on Montreal’s project to create five new walking streets: McGill University geography professor Kevin Manaugh was intrigued when he heard about a new pilot project from the city to create five new walking streets out of five completely different thoroughfares. “That’s one of the most interesting aspects of this pilot project – how different they were,” he said. “I mean there’s one, like [Park-Stanley] in Ahunstic, where they’re basically closing streets on the waterfront.” Problems with parking appear to plague Church Street just as they have plagued some walking streets already established in Montreal. This is frequently an issue mentioned in conjunction with Prince-Arthur Street, a once-thriving commercial zone that recently has fallen on hard times. Manaugh added that Prince-Arthur’s problems also stem from the mix of businesses there. “There’s just restaurants, there aren’t a lot of shops or other kinds of businesses,” he said. “It doesn’t attract business throughout the day.” Global News | RadioCanada

Recent Theses and Dissertations

Ryerson U Department of Geography and Environmental Studies Faculty members to be honoured: Andrew Millward was selected to receive the 2015 Ryerson Social Innovation & Action Award; Eric Vaz was selected to receive the 2014 (Faculty of Arts) Dean’s SRC Award; and Christopher Greene was selected to receive the 2014 (Faculty of Arts) Dean’s Teaching Award. Ryerson U Geography
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Other “Geographical” News

Plastic waste heading for oceans quantified: About eight million tonnes of plastic waste find their way into the world's oceans each year, say scientists. Eight million tonnes is like covering an area 34 times the size of New York's Manhattan Island to ankle depth. BBC News

Some not so “Geographical” News

The CAG works for geographers on Twitter. Keep up-to-date by following @CanGeographers
GeogNews Archives: http://www.geog.uvic.ca/dept/cag/geognews/geognews.html
@CanGeographers Weekly: https://paper.li/CanGeographers/1394987315